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Step 1 - Choose Your Buyer Persona

You may have multiple buyer personas within your consumer base.  If that is the case, simply choose 
one that you feel is the best and start with that – eventually you will want multiple lead magnets for all 
the different personas.

Here are some persona ideas to get you started.

Marital Status – Did you know that a divorced person can collect from their spouses Social Security? 
This fact could be a hook in the ad copy that gets the attention of the viewer. The title of the guide may 
be “How To Best Plan for The Financial Uncertainties of Divorce.”  It then expands upon financial or 
other considerations divorcees should know. 

Note: Upon research I’ve identified a substantial audience related to divorce on Facebook

Employment Industry – Did you know that most real estate professionals do not have a structured 
retirement system since they are independent? A great guidebook title for this industry could be titled: 
“Roth IRAs and Realtors – Best Practices to Growing Your Retirement Income.” This guide would 
provide broad strokes to risk tolerance concepts and investing options. There would also be a call to 
action for a professional evaluation. 

Other Personas could be: real estate investors, doctors, someone who hasn’t saved enough money 
for retirement, millennial families, someone interested in tax deferral, small business owners, someone 
interested in leaving a legacy behind.  

List Three Personas You Want to Create Content For:

1.

2.

3.
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Step 2 - Evaluate your Audience Size and Advertising Medium

While a small target persona allows you to deliver a hyper specific message it may make for a bigger 
challenge went advertising to such.  It would be advised to identify the advertising mediums and 
audience sizes of those mediums before spending a great deal of time creating a lead magnet.  Here 
are a few items you would want to evaluate as they may influence which persona you decide to target 
first.

Advertising Medium Considerations  

1. Facebook interested filters and audience size

2. Google keyword search query planner

3. Google trends

4. Cold email segmentation options

5. In-person groups or organizations 

6. Online groups or organizations

7. Third party referral opportunities 

Making sure you identify sufficient targeting options for your lead magnet is just as important as 
selecting your persona.  If the targeting opportunity is to narrow, then you may consider a broader 
persona as this could negatively impact returns on your investment or at least make it more difficult to 
execute. 

Step 3 - Identify Your Value Proposition

Determine what it is that your target persona will be interested in or will perceive as important, then 
create your content and value proposition around that.  

The content should focus on solution-oriented education as oppose to sales-oriented service options – 
most importantly it should always focus on how customers define your value.  A great value proposi-
tion may highlight what makes you different from competitors - such as, more diverse service abilities, 
a better client support system, or a more personalized approach.

Create content with the intention of highlighting your value proposition.
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Step 3 (Continued) - Think of a Compelling Title

A good practice is to include the type of persona you're targeting within the title in addition to using 
power words such as “Top Rated” “Ultimate” “Maximize Income” “Financial Protection” etc. 

Example Headline: Prepare For Your Retirement with the “Ultimate Retirement Guide” or “10 Tips To Maximize Your 
Retirement”  or  How term-life will provide “Financial Protection” to a growing family.
 
List a title for the three above personas:

1.

2.

3.

Step 4 - Determine the Delivery Method

1. Live or On-demand webinar

2. PDF Guide Downloads

3. Learning/Testing Modules

4. In person events

5. Giveaway contest

6. Quizzes or surveys

There are several ways you can deliver a lead magnet. No matter which method of delivery you 
choose, you will need a system in place to capture user information and then enter that information 
into a lead nature marketing process. 

See the list of delivery options below: 

1. Provide information that is of value to the target persona

2. This item should be free or in exchange for contact details

3. Be specific in topic or solve a problem

4. Enlighten on a problem that they didn’t know about

Lead Magnet Defining Characteristics 


